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Outline

Ø Observation of doubly charmed baryon

Ø Status of the theoretical studies on Ξ""## → Ξ"
#(&)𝜋# :

W-emission and W-exchange contribution

Ø Light-cone sum rules calculation for the
W-exchange diagram

Ø Numerical Results: Amplitudes and branching fraction



Motivation
Observation of doubly charmed baryon
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Prediction from the quark model

Octet

Decuplet
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Searching for the doubly charmed baryon

The SELEX collaboration: Phys. Rev. Lett. 89, 112001 (2002)

Phys. Lett. B 628, 18 (2005)

𝐽* =
1
2

#

Mass:
Not confirmed by other experiments !

1983 CERN1989 CLEO

1987-89 Fermilab,
ARGUS and CLEO

?
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In 2017, the LHCb collaboration observed the 𝜩𝒄𝒄## baryon.

Searching for the doubly charmed baryon

Mass:
Phys. Rev. Lett. 112001 (2017)

It is firstly predicted by:  F.-S. Yu, H.-Y. Jiang, R.-H. Li, C.-D. Lü, W. Wang 
and Z.-X. Zhao, Chin. Phys. C 42, 051001 (2018)
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In 2018, the LHCb collaboration observed a two-body decay of  𝜩𝒄𝒄## :

Searching for the doubly charmed baryon

Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 162002 (2018)

In 2022, a similar two-body decay of 𝜩𝒄𝒄## was observed by LHCb:
JHEP 05 (2022) 038

Also predicted by:  
Chin. Phys. C 42, 051001 (2018)

Not consistent with theoretical predictions 
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The weak decay of  𝚵𝒄𝒄## ⟶ 𝚵𝒄
#(&)𝜋#

𝛯""## ⟶ 𝛯"
#(&)𝜋# receives contributions from two topological diagrams:

the W-emission diagram (left) and the W-exchange diagram (right):

Factorizable (fac) Non-factorizable (nf)
Recently, the theoretical prediction show that:

fac + nf :
Too small
or too large
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The W-emission diagram

Pion decay constant

Color transparency:

The fast running pion
can hardly be caught
up by the soft gluons.

Form factors

Naïve factorization:
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The W-emission diagram

QCDSR:

LFQM:

3LQM:

NRQM:

HQET:
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The W-exchange diagram

It is non-factorizable and
has only been evaluated
by the Pole Model in the
literature.

Pole Model:

Strong couplings



Theoretical Method
Light-cone sum rules
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Proposed by:  A. Khodjamirian for 𝐵 → 𝜋𝜋:

Nucl. Phys. B 605, 558-578 (2001)
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The framework of  light-cone sum rules

The pion is temporarily
set as an initial state

k is an auxiliary
momentum

Hadron level Quark-Gluon level

Expressed by 𝑨 & 𝒊, 𝑩 & 𝒊 Operator product expansion (OPE)

=

Calculate: 
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Hadron Level: insert 𝚵𝒄

𝚵𝒄

Only depends on

Excited states and 
continuous spectrum

Ξ"#(
1
2

#
) Ξ"#(

1
2

8
)

Excited states and 
continuous spectrum
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Hadron Level: Quark-hadron duality

Set the external momentums at the deep Euclidean region:

Calculated by OPE

Expressed by dispersion integrationThreshold to produce 𝜩𝒄
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Canceled above 𝒔𝜩𝒄 𝑠;< > (𝑚" + 𝑚@ )A

Borel Transformation for (𝒑 − 𝒌)𝟐

Excited states (large 𝒔&) can be suppressed

Hadron Level: Quark-hadron duality

Quark-Hadron duality
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Hadron Level: Analytical continuity

We have to move the pion to the final state

An analytical function of 𝑷𝟐=
𝑷𝟐 > 𝟎

𝑷𝟐 < 𝟎

Like DIS

Analytical continuity
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Hadron Level: insert 𝚵𝒄𝒄

The sum rules equation:

Only depends on 𝑷𝟐

Parameterizaed as:

Two extra terms due to the non-vanishing 𝑘
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Quark-Gluon Level

Parameterized by light-cone 
distribution amplitudes (LCDA)

Cutting Rules

Each propagator is set on shell
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Quark-Gluon Level: Double imaginary part

∝
×⋯⋯

𝑘M + 𝑘N A ≡ 𝑚MN
A

⊗

Convolution of an on-shell triangle integration 
and a two-body phase integration:

triangle integration two-body phase space integration
𝑃R 𝑝R



Numerical Results
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Numerical Result: Borel parameters

The choice of Borel parameter 𝑻, 𝑻& must satisfy:

1. The result has little dependence  
on 𝑇, 𝑇&

2. The contribution from continuous
spectrum must be less than the
pole contribution

4𝑚"
A

𝑚" + 𝑚@
A

continuous
spectrum

pole

𝒔

𝒔&

𝑠W<<

𝑠W<
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Numerical Result: Borel parameters

(1)
𝑴𝟏(𝟐) is the mass of the initial (final) 
baryon and 𝒎𝟏(𝟐)is the mass of the 
quark before(after) the weak decay.

Used in the study of 𝑫 meson decays

An empirical value from the 
study of 𝑩𝒄 decays

(2) 𝑠W<
(0.5 GeV)𝟐

Excited states and 
continuous spectrum

Two assumptions :
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Numerical Result: Borel parameters

Blue band: uncertainty of the 𝒔𝜩𝒄𝒄 and 𝒔𝜩𝒄
Red band: uncertainty of MC integration

Use “ Pole > Continuous” to 
determine the upper bound.
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Numerical Result: W-exchange Amplitudes

The uncertainties are used to 
evaluate the numerical error.
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fac+nf

Numerical Result: W-exchange Amplitudes
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Numerical Result: Branching fraction

”fac” from literature and “nf” from this work

Final state rescattering
Consistent with experiment

The interference between 𝑩𝒇𝒂𝒄 and 𝑩𝒏𝒇
tends to be constructive
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Summary

Ø The W-exchange amplitudes of 𝛯""## → 𝛯"
#(&)𝜋# are calculated by

light-cone sum rules.

Ø The possible branching fractions are obtained by combining our

W-exchange amplitudes with the factorizable amplitudes from

various theoretical works in the literature.

Ø One of the possible branching fractions is consistent with the

experimental result. The interference between 𝐵𝑓𝑎𝑐 and 𝐵𝑛𝑓 tends

to be constructive.
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Thank you for your attention !


